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Dear Merlin, 

Is space so vast that I (in theo
ry) could find a place in the uni
verse that would be completely 
dark? Or are the galaxies so nu
merous and spread out enough 
that even between galaxy clusters 
their light would still be seen? 

Megan Stanley 
Pleasant Hill, California 

There may well be dark cor
ners of the universe where no 
galaxy is near enough to be 
visible to the unaided eye. You 
would need to be a few million 
light-years from the nearest 
big, bright galaxy, like the Milky 
Way or Andromeda, and a few 
hundred thousand light-years 
from the nearest galactic puff
balls, which are only a few per
cent as bright as the big guys.  

Such a dark corner is un
likely, though, because the 
average separation between 
galaxies is relatively small 
compared to the sizes of the 
galaxies themselves.  

And even if you found such 
a light-free zone, it wouldn't 
take much help to bring the 
distant galaxies into view - a 
pair of binoculars or a small 
telescope would be enough to 
illuminate the darkness.  

In the distant future, how
ever, things may well be dif
ferent. Dark energy is causing 
the universe to expand fast
er as it ages. As space itself 
expands, the galaxies move 
apart at an ever-faster rate. In 
time, the expansion rate may

be so fast that the light from 
any galaxy may not be able to 
reach any but the closest gal
axies around it. In that case, 
the universe would offer lots 
of dark hiding places.  

In the meantime, if you're 
looking for total darkness 
Merlin's best advice is to buy 
some dark curtains and a 
sleeping m-ask.  

Dear Merlin, 
The shortest day of the year 

is December 21 [winter solstice 
in the northern hemisphere], but 
the earliest sunset is in early De
cember and the latest sunrise is in 
early January. Why so? 

Bill Thompson 
Carlisle, Pennsylvania 

It's a complicated bit of ce-

lestial geometry, but Merlin 
will condense it to a couple 
of basic points. First, Earth's 
tilt on its axis causes the Sun 
to rise at different angles and 
at different locations along 
the horizon on different days.  
And second, Earth's orbit is 
lopsided, causing the Sun 
to return to the same point 
in the sky a little earlier or 
later in the day depending on 
whether Earth is close to the 
Sun or far away.  

When you add these factors 
together, you find that the ear
liest sunsets for U.S. cities like 
Honolulu and Miami, which 
are far south, come around 
the end of November. As you 
work your way northward, 
the earliest sunset comes a 
little later: about December 
10 for Philadelphia and other 
northern cities, and just a few 
days before the solstice at the 
extreme northern latitude of 
Anchorage.  

To balance things out, the 
date of latest sunrise comes 
after the solstice, working 
from north to south, with Ho
nolulu experiencing its latest

sunrise well into January.  

Dear Merlin, 
Hard as is to believe on 

a hot day when the sum
rmer Sun is beating down on 
my back, only a tiny fraction 
of the Sun's energy output 
falls on the objects in the 
solar system, let alone our 
planet. What happens to 
the remainder of that vast 

outpouring of energy? Does 
it just radiate forever, or is it 
absorbed by hydrogen or dust 
in outer space? 

William B. Mahaffey 
Upper Sandusky, Ohio 

Earth intercepts less than 
one-billionth of the Sun's 
total energy output, with the 
other planets receiving simi
larly small amounts. The rest 
radiates out into the universe.  

As you suggested, the big
gest light-absorbing objects 
around are vast clouds of in
terstellar gas and especially 
dust. Dust between Earth and 
the center of the Milky Way, 
for example, absorbs most of 
the visible light from the gal
axy's brilliant core, making 
it invisible to the eye alone.  
So from a star near the ga
lactic center, the Sun would 
be invisible, with its light 
soaked up by the interven
ing dust. (Infrared and some 
other wavelengths penetrate 
the dust, however, so the Sun 
would be visible to the appro
priate instruments.) 

In other directions, how
ever, the dust is a lot thinner, 
so most of the Sun's energy 
would radiate unimpeded as 
it raced out of the Milky Way.  
Each photon would travel 
through the universe until it 
hit something solid, perhaps 
billions of light-years away.
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astronomers understand the Milky 
Way galaxy as a whole, with new 
insights into the birth and evolution of 
stars, planets, and brown dwarfs.  

More important, though, nearby 
stars are easier targets in the search 
for Earth-like planets that orbit inside 
their stars' habitable zones, where 
conditions are comfortable for life. So 
while studying the largest scales makes 
it possible to probe the life of the 
universe, taking an intimate look at 
nearby stars makes it possible to probe 
for life in the universe.  

"Small stars have gotten sexy because 
they're the best places to find planets," 

says Todd Henry, the leader of a search 
for new stellar neighbors.  

"We're learning that essentially every 

star has planets," adds Steve Vogt, who 
is searching for planets around nearby 
stars. "It's estimated that 48 percent of 
all M dwarfs [the most common type 
of star] have one or more planets in 

the habitable zone. Some of them are 
close enough that you could actually 
imagine sending a spacecraft to one 

of these things." In fact, the nearest 
known exoplanet inhabits the nearest 

star system, Alpha Centauri, which is 
a bit more than four light-years away.  

In the crowded center of the Milky 

Way and in many star clusters, the 

stars are crammed within a few 
light-months of each other, or even

light-days. Out here in 
the galactic suburbs, 
though, there's a little 

more elbow room for 
each star system, so a 
gap of four light-years is 
pretty typical. I infrared view 

Even with all that which emits n 
room to spread out, the the infrared 
number of known star 
systems grows quickly as you move 
farther out because each extra light
year encompasses a vastly larger volume 
of space. Henry says astronomers have 
cataloged 131 systems within 25 
light-years of Earth, comprising 212 
individual stars, brown dwarfs, and 
planets, which gives us quite a few 
"close" neighbors.  

Alpha Centauri, which is the closest 
of them all, is in some ways typical of 
the neighborhood. It consists of three 
stars that appear to be gravitationally 
bound to each other (most stars have 
one or more companions) and one of 
its stars is an M dwarf (also known as 
a red dwarf). In some ways, though, 
the system is atypical. Two of its stars, 
for example, are relatively robust, with 

the system's dominant member, Alpha 
Centauri A, slightly bigger and more 
massive than the Sun.  

Although the Sun often is described 
as an average star, it's heavier than 
almost 90 percent of the galaxy's stars, 
so only a few stars within a couple of

of 
70

dozen light-years are 
bigger and brighter.  
The list includes 

Sirius, which is the 

brightest star in the 
night sky, and Altair, 

Proxima Centauri, the southernmost 
st of its light in point of the Summer 

Triangle. (Sirius 
and a few other 

neighbors also have tiny companions 
- dead stellar cores known as white 
dwarfs.) 

The list does not, however, include 
the brightest and most massive classes 
of stars, which are the stellar equivalent 
of diamonds -eye-catching but rare.  
The vast clouds of gas and dust that 
collapse to give birth to stars usually 
fragment into small clumps that then 
make relatively small stars. Only rarely 
do these clouds form clumps that are 
big enough to give birth to stars that 
are 10 to 20 times the Sun's mass or 
even heavier.  

And even when such a star is born it 
doesn't last long; its great mass causes 
it to burn out in tens of millions of 
years, versus about 10 billion years for 
a star like the Sun. The closest of these 
stellar diamonds are a few hundred 
light-years away, well beyond our local 
neighborhood.  

So at roughly 1.1 times the Sun's 
mass and 1.2 times its diameter, Alpha 
Centauri A is something of a stellar



heavyweight. The closest of its 
companions, Alpha Centauri 
B, is only about 90 percent 
as big and heavy as the Sun, 
and only half as bright. Even 
so, it far outranks most of the 
galaxy's stars in each of those 
categories.  

The system's third star, 
Alpha Centauri C, is separated 
from the other two by about 
a quarter of a light-year, 
generally in the direction of 
our own solar system. That 
makes it our closest individual 
neighbor of all, at just 4.2 
light-years. Because of that 

close proximity, it is also 
known as Proxima Centauri.  

Even at that range, though, 
the star is far too faint to 
see with the unaided eye. It 
shines just 0.005 percent as 
bright as the Sun. Its surface 
also is much cooler than the 
Sun's, giving it a reddish

orange color and explaining 
its designation as a red dwarf.  

Proxima Centauri shines 
so feebly because it is just 12 
percent as massive as the Sun.  

Gravity doesn't squeeze its core 
as tightly as the cores of heavier 

stars, so the core is not as hot.  
At lower temperatures, the 
nuclear reactions that power 

stars happen at a much slower 
rate, so the star is fainter.  
As compensation, though, 
because it consumes its original 

hydrogen fuel at such a leisurely 
pace, Proxima Centauri will 
live much longer -perhaps a 
trillion years or longer.  

What red dwarfs lack individually, 
they make up for collectively: They 
are by far the most numerous type 
of star in the galaxy, accounting for 
three-quarters or more of all stars.  

"We don't know yet if our 
neighborhood is typical, but we 
assume it is, and if that's true than 
red dwarfs rule the galaxy," says Todd

Henry, an astronomer at Georgia 
State University and leader of the 
Research Consortium on Nearby Stars 
(RECONS), which is searching for 
more stars in our neighborhood.  

Using a small :elescope in Chile, 
RECONS has discovered more than 
30 star systems within 10 parsecs 
(about 33 light-years) of Earth and 
more than 130 within 25 parsecs, with

a list of 300 more scheduled 
for publication within the next 
year, Henry says. "We're making 
the map for Star Trek, and we're 
almost there," he jokes.  

The map will be particularly 
important to starship navigators 
because almost all of the new 
discoveries -and almost all of 
the stars in our neighborhood 
- are hard-to-see red dwarfs.  
"There could be something like 
a trillion stars in the galaxy, with 
80 percent of them red dwarfs," 

0 Henry says. "Little red stars have 
o about half the galaxy's total [star] 

mass. So when you look up in the 

sky, you're not seeing any of the 
o stars that run things." 

z Nor, it turns out, are 
a astronomers seeing the even 

o smaller objects that some had 
Z expected to be as numerous as 

red dwarfs: the "failed" stars 
known as brown dwarfs.  

n more than a year of 
operations, the Wide-field 
Infrared Survey (WISE) 

spacecraft snapped tens of 
thousands of pictures of the 
universe at wavelengths that 
are invisible to the human eye.  
These images reveal more than 
a billion objects, from asteroids 
and comets inside the solar 

system to clouds of interstellar 
Z dust to distant galaxies.  
Z 

That trove of images also 
Q includes many previously 

g unseen objects in our stellar 

Q neighborhood, says Principal 
Investigator Edward Wright, an 

astronomer and physicist at UCLA.  
"About 20 to 30 percent of the objects 
in our immediate solar neighborhood 
will be WISE discoveries by the time 
we're done," he says. "We're still 
finding them - we just added another 
object to the list last week." 

In March, Penn State astronomer 
Kevin Luhman reported WISE's 
closest discovery beyond the solar
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system, a brown dwarf binary with the 

unwieldy moniker WISE J104915.57
531906 (for its coordinates in the sky).  

The system is just 6.5 light-years away; 

only Alpha Centauri and Barnard's 

Star are closer.  
Luhman uses a computer to look 

for objects that change position in 

different WISE scans of the sky (it 

saw the entire sky twice, and parts of 

it three times). A changing position 

indicates that an object is close by, 
so it moves back and forth a tiny 

bit against the background of more

distant objects as it is viewed from 

different angles. Luhman himself then 
looks at the images with the best 

candidate objects, then looks for the 
objects in older images snapped by 
other telescopes, and finally works 
with other astronomers to obtain 

ground-based observations of the best 

of the best.  
That process yielded the discovery of 

WISE J1049.  
Both members of the system are 

brown dwarfs, which are more massive 

than giant planets like Jupiter but not 

massive enough to ignite the fires of 

nuclear fusion in their cores and shine 

as true stars. Gravitational contraction 

warms their surfaces to temperatures 

of a few hundred to a few thousand 

degrees, making them shine perhaps a 

deep orangey red or even purple - but 
not brown.  

Details on the system are a bit sketchy, 
although ground-based observations 

should soon fill in some of the blanks.  

Luhman says that each brown dwarf 

is probably 20-60 times heavier than 

Jupiter (though not much bigger than 

the planet), and that the system is 

probably one billion to 10 billion years 
old. The atmospheres of the brown 

dwarfs contain complex mixtures of 

molecules, and they may even have 
cloud bands and weather systems 

similar to those seen on Jupiter.  

What J1049 doesn't have, though, 
is a lot of compatriots. The number 

of brown dwarfs revealed by WISE 

and other searches has been far lower

than predicted.  
"Based on early surveys of our 

neighborhood, it seemed there were 
roughly equal numbers of stars and 
brown dwarfs," says Luhman. "But 
we've also looked at stellar nurseries, 
like the Orion Nebula, and there we've 

seen indications that stars outnumber 

brown dwarfs by a factor of five or so.  

WISE has found that the numbers 
we're getting [locally] are about the 
same as in the star-forming regions." 

"There are many more low-mass 
stars than high-mass stars, so there was 

a question about whether that would 

continue in the brown dwarf regime," 
adds Wright. "But it looks like there's 
a peak in the mass distribution of stars.  

There aren't a lot of unseen brown 

dwarfs." 
Astronomers suspect that's not the 

case, however, for objects that are 
even less massive than brown dwarfs: 
planets.  

au Ceti is a Sun-like star that is 
just 12 light-years away. Those 
factors have made it a target for 

several planet-hunting teams, as well 

as the first search for extraterrestrial 
intelligence, in 1960. Despite years 
of trying, though, no one could find 

evidence of planets in the system.  
But last December, a team of planet 

hunters announced the discovery 
of five planets in the system. The 

astronomers used mathematical 

models to analyze more than 6,000 
observations of Tau Ceti made by 

three different teams over a period of 

several years. Their work was designed 
not to find planets, but to better 

understand the types of "noise" that 

can mask the weak signals produced by 
Earth-size planets orbiting their stars 

at Earth-like distances.  

"Lo and behold, five planets popped 

out," says team member Steve Vogt, an 

astronomer at Lick Observatory and 

the University of California, Santa 
Cruz. "Nobody expected that." 

One or two of Tau Ceti's planets 
appear to be in the habitable zone

the distance frem the star where 
temperatures at the plane's surface are 
just right for liquid water "The planets 
could be rocky, they couli have oceans 

or extended atmo pheres - we don't 
know. Our analysis runs out at that 

point." 
Yet the implication is clear: Planets 

are everywhere - even where they 

are not expected. That suggests that 

many more planes in our stellar 

neighborhood await discovery, 
including some in the habitable zone.  

A few dozen planets already have 

popped up in cur neighborhood, 
including one orbizirg Alpha Centauri 
B. That world isn't particularly 

interesting, though, because t is closer 

to the star than Me:cury is to :he Sun, 
so its surface is blas:-furnace hot.  

Red dwarfs like Proxima Centauri 

are the favored targetss .or searches 
for more-interestirg planets -those 
in the habitable zone - because the 

planets should be lcw-hanging fruit for 
current detection methods.  

One technique measures a tiny back
and-forth wobble in the wavelength 

of a star's light in response to the 

gravitational pull of an orbiting planet.

8 jULY/AUGUST 2013



The other measures a dimming cf a 
star's light when a planet passes across 
the star as seen from Earth, blocking 
part of the star from view. Because a 
red dwarf is small and lightweight, the 
signals prodace by orbiting planets 
should be s-rnger than those frcn 
planets around larger, brighter stars 
like the Sun.  

A few nearby red dwarfs have 
already yielded possible habitable-zcne 
planets. Gliese 581,20 light-years avay., 
has four or more planets, including 
one that may e in the habitable 
zone. And Gliese 667, at 22 light.
years, also appears to have a planet in 
its habitable zone, orbiting the fairu 
star once every 28 days. Vogt hir-ts 
that another "extremely interesting " 
planet has turned up in follow-up 
observations, with publication of the 
results in the next few weeks.  

Vogt heads a new planet-huntlng 
project whose primary targets are 
smaller star, including red dwarfs.  
Scheduled for completion later this 
year, the Automated Planet Finder 
(APF) will use a 2.4-meter (95
inch) telescope at Lick Observat:ry 
to search for planets around a few

' hundred target stars, 
most of which are no 
more than 30 light
years from Earth.  

APF will sample 
several target stars 
each night for months 
and even years, 
allowing Vogt's team 
to detect the tiny 
signature of Earth
like planets in the 
habitable zone.  

The ultimate goal 
for many of these 
searches, of course, is 
to find evidence of life.  

"Planets are very 
common," says Vogt.  

o "Even around the 
nearest stars there are 

o probably more planets 
than stars. The take

away message is that Earth isn't very 
special. Is there life? I certainly hope 
so. We know there are planets that 
nave been in stable orbits for billions 
and billions cf years, and that water is 
comiron in the universe, so we have 
rhe ingredients for life to emerge. No 
doubt it's out there in abundance. We 
may not be able to talk to it. Maybe 
we cculd eat it, maybe it could eat us." 

Telescopes on the ground and in space 
are already searching for "biomarkers" 
:n -he atmospheres of a few exoplanets 
-the chemical fingerprints of oxygen, 
methane, carbon dioxide, and other 
compounds produced in abundance 
by life. Future instruments will refine 
that technique, allowing us to find 
the by-products of life if not life itself.  
Aftrr that, astronomers may turn 
giant radio telescopes toward these 
planets to listen in for any chatter 
trorn intelligent civilizations.  

Such efforts may tell us whether our 
tel ar neighborhood is vacant, or if it 

holds real neighbors.  

Damond Benningfield is executive editor 
of StarDate magazine and writer/pro
ducer of StarD te radio.

Proxima Centauri, the closest star, has revealed 
no planets despite years of effort to find one.  

"We burned a breathtakingly large amount of time 
with Hubble Space Telescope to find a planet," says 
University of Texas astronomer Fritz Benedict, who 
led the HST effort. "Buuuut - there's nothing 
there." Searches to date have ruled out planets 
smaller than Neptune in an Earth-like orbit. "It 
probably isn't all by its lonesome, but any planet 
is just too small or too far out for anyone to have 
found it yet," says Benedict.

INTERNET 

RECONS 
recons.org 

Automated Planet Finder 
ucolick.org/public/telescopes/apf.html 

Stars Within 50 Light-Years 
atlasoftheuniverse.com/Oys.html 

The Closest Star System Found in a Century 
science.psu.edu/news-and-events/2013-news/ 
Luhman3-2013 

WISE Homepage 
wise.ssl.berkeley.edu 

Earth-Like Planets Are Right Next Door 
www.cfa.harvard.edu/news/2013/pr201305.html
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M id-to-late summer brings several conjunctions, 
between both bright stars and planets, and 

planet pairings. Venus steals the show most mornings, 
while signature constellations and asterisms like 
Scorpius and the Summer Triangle wheel overhead 
on warm nights, vying for your attention.

JULY 1 -15 
Slowly, week by week, 

Venus has been creeping up 
to peer out of the sunset low 
in the west-northwest. Venus 
is emerging from the far side 
of the Sun, its faster orbit 
helping it catch up to 
slower Earth as we flee 
ahead of it. Venus will 
continue to rise in the 

dusk until it becomes 
the dazzling "Evening 
Star" late this fall.  

Start looking for 
it now about half an 
hour after sunset. By 
then, the sky is darken
ing, but Venus hasn't 
yet sunk too low: It's 
still about 10 degrees 
above the horizon in 
the west-northwest. w 
That's a fist-width at 
arm's length. Venus is 
bright enough to show 
even through summer 
haze.  

As the sky darkens 
more, look far to Venus' 
upper left for twinkly 
little Regulus, a first
magnitude star that's 
not even one percent as 
bright. On July 1, Regu
lus appears 25 degrees 
from Venus, about two 
and a half fists. The gap 
between them closes by 
about one degree per 
day.  

Look southwest, ' 
much higher, to find 
Arcturus emerging 
into view, pale yellow
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orange. Bluish-white Spica is 
far below it. Look closer to the 
upper left of Spica for Saturn, 
glowing pale yellow-white.  

Saturn forms a bridge be
tween Spica and dimmer 
Alpha Librae, which is located

the same distance to Saturn's 
left. Alpha Librae, third mag
nitude, is a wide double star 
for binoculars.  

Libra is the dim forerun
ner of Scorpius in the steady 
westward turning of the sky.  
As you look to the left of Sat
urn and Alpha Librae, the first 
bright star you'll encounter is 
Delta Scorpii, a variable star 
that nearly doubled in bright
ness 13 years ago and has 
remained bright for most of 
the time since.  

Look to the lower left of

Delta Scorpii, for brighter An
tares, or Alpha Scorpii, the 
brightest "red" supergiant 
in the sky after Betelgeuse.  
(What astronomers call red 
usually means orange in the 
language of everyone else, 
whether red giant stars or the 
"red" planet Mars.) 

Meanwhile, now that sum
mer is well under way, the Big 
Dipper, high in the northwest, 
has turned around to hang 
down by its handle. As night 
grows later (and, equivalently 
for the stars, as summer ad

vances), the Dipper will dip 
lower and scoop its bowl to 
the right.  

JULY 16-31 
Bright Venus and fainter 

Regulus, low in the west
northwest in twilight, 
have been drawing closer 
together. Venus is getting 
easy to spot. Bring binocu
lars to help spot Regulus.  
The two pass each other on 
the evenings of July 21 and 
22, when they're slightly 
more than one degree 
apart - hardly a finger
width at arm's length. Be
fore those dates, Regulus 
is to the left or upper left of 
Venus. After that, it's to the 
planet's lower right.  

Although they look close 
together, Venus is just 12 
light-minutes from Earth 
right now, while Regulus 
is more than three million 
times farther, at 78 light
years.  

Meanwhile, another 
close planet pairing is hap
pening low in the early 
morning sky. Set your 
alarm clock for about half 
an hour before sunrise.  
Look low in the east-north
east for emerging Jupiter.  
It's becoming a little easi-



er to see every week. Mars is 
nearby, but much fainter. Ju
piter and Mars pass less than 
one degree apart - a mere 
pencil-width at arm's length 
- on the mornings of July 
21, 22, and 23. Again, bring 
binoculars.  

Back in the evening sky, 
look high in the east at dusk 
for brilliant Vega. It matches 
Arcturus for the title of sum
mer's brightest star.  

Vega is currently the top
most star of the huge Summer 
Triangle. The Triangle's other 
two corners are Deneb, the 
brightest to Vega's lower left 
(by about two and a half fists 
at arm's length), and Altair, 
about three and a half fists to 
Vega's lower right.  

Vega, Deneb, and Altair are 
the leading stars of Lyra, the 
harp; Cygnus, the swan; and 
Aquila, the eagle. In ancient 
times, Lyra was a vulture, so 
all three constellations repre
sented huge birds circling in 
the summer night.  

AUGUST 1 -15 
The westward march of 

zodiacal constellations across 
the summer sky continues 
month by month. Start by 
looking west-southwest right 
after dark, rather low, for 
Spica and, to its upper left, 
Saturn. (They're far beneath 
bright Arcturus.) Spica is the 
brightest star of Virgo.  

Libra stands to their left, 
with Saturn on the Libra
Virgo border. Then comes 
the bright, starry upper part 
of Scorpius, including Delta 
Scorpii and, to its left, bright
er Antares. Each of these is 
flanked by a slightly fainter 
pair of stars -above and 
below Delta Scorpii, and left 
and right of Antares (and 
closer in).  

Next, continuing left, to the 
east, you'll find Sagittarius 
with its unique Teapot as
terism. The Teapot is about 
as big as your fist at arm's

length, with its triangular 
spoul tipping to the right. The 
brightest regions of the sum
mer Milky Way stream down 
through here, affording the 
richest seep-sky hunting for 
observers with good charts 
and binoculars or a telescope.  
Use the maps on pages 12 and 
13 no find star clusters and 
nebulae m target.  

Next comes dim Capricor
nus, lower in the southeast.  
Capricornus is more of a fall 
constellation, just beginning 
to show up.  

Vega now passes nearly

The Shower 
Perseids 
NaTeJ for a stir in -he constellation 
Pers us, which rises a few hours before 
dawi.  

Peak 
Night of Aigus 11/12 

Notes 
ThE Voon sts early enough that it won't 
interfere with the shower's fireworks, 
wh ch are be' cn the morning of August 
12 f skywctciers in the United States.

straight overhead not long 
after dark a sign of many 
other changes taking place 
around the sky: Whenever 
Vega is overhead, it means that 
Sagittarius, that other symbol 
of summer, is at its highest in 
the south. It also means Arc
turus, Vega's brightness twin, 
is lowering in the west.  

Spica, far below Arcturus, is 
just about setting in the west
southwest (for skywatchers 
at the mid-latitudes cf the 
United States), and th Big 
Dipper is twisting down in the 
northwest. The Dipper's fall
and-winter counterpart Cas
siopeia, is shifting around and 
up in the northeast.  

Perseus is poking up below 
Cassiopeia from the north
northeast horizon. Cassiopeia 
and Perseus both lie in the 
band of the "winter" Milky 
Way, a patchy river of starlight 
extending almost straight up
ward now if you have a dark 
enough sky to reveal it.  

AUGUST 10 - 31 
Venus now shines quite 

prominently low in evening 
twilight if you have an open

view nearly due west. It's still 
at a decent height 45 to 60 
minutes after sunset, when 
the sky is becoming dark 
enough for stars to begin ap
pearing all over. Spica and 
then Saturn form a large diag
onal line with Venus, toward 

the planet's upper left.  
Elsewhere, the stars in

creasingly foretell the coming 
autumn.  

The Summer Triangle now 
crosses the zenith early in the 
evening and begins its long, 
westward autumn descent.  
Low in the east, the Great 
Square of Pegasus, the signa
ture asterism of fall, has risen 
to balance on one corner. It's 
large enough that your fist 
at arm's length will fit in
side it. Other stars of Pega
sus are scattered to the Great 
Square's upper right. From its 
left corner, the star-line of the 
constellation Andromeda ex
tends to the lower left.  

Farther to the left of the 
Great Square, Cassiopeia is 
standing on end at about the 
same height.  

In the west, stars and con
stellations that a few months 
ago symbolized spring are 
sinking: the Big Dipper in 
the northwest, Arcturus due 
west, and Scorpius lying down 
over the southwest horizon.  

In the late-August dawn, 
things are growing more in
teresting. As night begins to 
give way to morning, Jupiter 
is the brightest star-like point 
high in the east. Look to Jupi
ter's left for Castor, Pollux, and 
below them, Mars. These three 
form a straight line around the 
morning of August 26, while 
Jupiter watches.  

Look to Jupiter's right for 
Orion, already high enough 
that Sirius, the hunter's faith
ful dog, has risen far below it.  

Alan MacRobert is a senior edi
tor of Sky & Telescope in Cam
bridge, Massachusetts.
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5 Aldebaran, the brightest star of Tau
rus, stands close to the right of the Moon at first 
light.  

5 Earth is at aphelion, its farthest point 
from the Sun for the year, about 1.5 million 
miles (2.4 million km) farther than the average 
distance of 93 million miles (150 million km).  

10 Venus, the "Evening Star," blazes to the 
upper right of the Moon as darkness falls, with 
the star Regulus to their upper left.  

11 Regulus is close to the upper right of the 
Moon, with Venus well to their right or lower right.  

14 The Moon, the star Spica, and the plan
et Saturn form an evenly-spaced line this eve
ning. Spica is to the upper left of the Moon at 
nightfall, with Saturn a similar distance to the 
upper left of Spica. Under dark skies, you may 
also see the faint star Kappa Virginis standing 
almost directly above Saturn.  

15 Spica and the Moon pass within a frac
tion of a degree of each other this evening. From 
Hawaii, the Moon will briefly pass in front of the 
star, blocking it from view.

16 The planet Saturn glows to the upper 
right of the Moon at nightfall, with Spica well to 
their right.  

18/19 Antares, the heart of the scorpion, 
stands close to the lower left of the Moon at 
nightfall on the 18th, and farther to the lower 
right of the Moon on the 19th.  
21 Venus passes Regulus. They are quite 
low in the west at sunset, with Regulus close to 
the lower left of the dazzling "Evening Star." 

23 Mars and Jupiter stand side by side, 
quite low in the east-northeast, as dawn begins 
to brighten. Jupiter is by far the brighter of the 
two, with Mars just to its left.

1 Aldebaran, the eye of Taurus, the bull, 
snuggles to the lower right of the Moon at first 
light.  

3-5 The Moon slides past three planets at 
first light cn these mornings: brilliant Jupiter, 
and fainter Mars and Mercury lower in the sky.  

9/10 Venus. the brilliant "Evening Star," 
stands close to the upper right of the crescent 
Moon shortly after sunset on the 9th, and far
ther to the right of the Moon on the 10th.  

11 Spica. the brightest star of Virgo, is 
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close to the upper left of the Moon this evening.  

11/12 The Perseid meteor shower peaks on 
these nights. At its best, under dark skies, you 
might see a score or so "shooting stars" per 
hour. The Moon sets by late evening.  

12 The planet Saturn, which shines like a 
golden star, is just above the Moon at nightfall.  

14/15 Antares, the heart of Scorpius, is to the 
lower left of the Moon at nightfall on the 14th, 
and about the same distance to the lower right 
of the Moon on the 15th.  

28/29 Aldebaran, the orange eye of Taurus, 
is to the lower left of the Moon at first light on 
the 28th, and farther to the upper right of the 
Moon on the 29th.  

31 Brilliant Jupiter perches to the left of 
the Moon at first light.
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Tell Me About It!

Popular-level lectures on interesting topics by great astronomers are waiting online: 

The Silicon Valley Astronomy Lectures, taped at Foot

hill College near San Francisco and co-sponsored by 

NASA Ames Research Center, the SETI Institute, and 

the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, are available 

on YouTube.  

youtube. com/S VAstronomyLectures 

NASAs Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) has a monthly lecture 

series named after the center's founder, Theodore von 

Karman. Topics run the gamut of JPL missions: from 

Mars to studies of the distant universe. The webcasts 

may be watched live, but they also are posted online 

for later viewing.  

jpl. nasa.gov/events/lectures.php

Click Tracks
Anew feature on the Voyager mission homepage shows the radiation environment 
around the two probes, which is an indication of 
how close they are to the boundary between the 
solar system and interstellar space. Both probes 
are passing through a transition zone at the edge 
of the Sun's sphere of magnetic influence. The 
number of particles from inside and outside the 
solar system is one indicator of where the Voyag
ers are inside that zone.The web page also shows 
up-to-the-second distances to both probes.  

voyager. jpl. nasa. gov

A Ticket to the Cosmos 
Kimberly Arcand and Megan Watzke have written an accessible, beau

tiful guide to the cosmos with Your Ticket to the Universe. The 240
page, textbook-sized paperback is filled with bright, colorful astrophotos 

from various probes and space telescopes showing everything from the 
planets and moons in our solar system, to stars and nebulae in the Milky 

Way, to the galaxies and cosmos beyond.  
The book is broken up into sections, progressing from Earth, to the 

Moon and Sun, the solar system, and outward to other stars, the galaxy, 
and clusters of galaxies, and finally to the search for life in the universe.  

Inspirational quotes are peppered throughout, not just from scientists 
like Einstein and Galileo, but also Ralph Waldo Emerson, Robert Frost, and 

Vincent Van Gogh.  

The book includes an extensive index, 

and brief lists of recommended books and 
_-0 w ebsites.  

Your Ticket to the Universe 
A Guide to Exploring the Cosmos 
By Kimberly K. Arcand 

' n and Megan Watzke 

I April 2013 
I i $24.95 paperback 

BE-Y T<AR b ndMFGAN WA
Tz(< Also available for Kindle & Nook
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s a teenager, Tim Puckett saved 
his summer wages to buy a 
telescope. Today, he owns the 

private Puckett Observatory in Georgia, 
dedicated to discovering supernovae and 
studying comets. A network of observers 
he organized discovered seven of the 
25 known Type Iax supernovae - a 
recently discovered type of exploding star 
that's only a third as common and one
hundredth as bright as more typical blasts.  

Those amateur discoveries represent a 
significant achievement, says Ryan Foley 
of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center 
for Astrophysics. Foley studies Type Ia 
supernovae, the complete destruction of 
white dwarf stars, and what they tell us 
about the universe. "Without amateur 
participation, we would have found fewer 
of the Type lax," he says. "But more 
important, part of this whole process 
is trying to find supernovae quickly, in 
nearby environments, so we can make 
detailed observations. Amateurs, because 
of their equipment and style, are good at 
finding stuff like that.  

"The word amateur is really a 
misnomer," he adds. "Many of these 
groups are amateur in that they 
devote their own time and money, but 
professional in every other sense, using 
the same kind of tools, coordinated and 
skilled observation, and ... sophisticated 
operations" as professional astronomers.  

Puckett's group monitors a list of 14,000 
galaxies every three or four days, based on 
instructions he sends out each night. He 
says he tries to maintain connections 
with a few professional astronomers and 
lets them know right away when the 
group finds a supernova.  

The International Astronomical 
Union (IAU) maintains a service for 
announcing supernova discoveries. Its 
website has a page, accessible to anyone, 
for reporting observations. Once there 
are two observations from trusted sources 
plus a recorded spectrum, the IAU will 
announce the supernova's discovery.  

Puckett would like to have more 
amateur telescopes participating in the 
search for exploding stars. "With budget 
cuts and everything else, the instrument 
time for professional astronomers is

limited. Amateurs bring in a pool of 
equipment and can work with [the pros] 
in real time. There's a limited window to 
find these things, so we're trying to grow 
the team as much as possible." 

mateur astronomers hunt for 
more than exploding stars. They 
also monitor the flickering light 

of variable stars, sift through data sets for 
nuggets overlooked by the pros, help plot 
meteor showers, and contribute to the 
hunt for planets around other stars.  

One such project is called Spectrashift.  
It's bringing together amateurs from 
around the world to collaborate on the 
construction of a 1.1-meter telescope and 
instrument to search for exoplanets.  

That project will use what principal 
investigator Tom Kaye calls "the 
wobble method," otherwise known 
as the radial velocity method, in its

is using a smaller telescope to look for 
transits, which occur when a planet 

passes in front of the star, causing the 
star's light to dim by a tiny amount. This 
is the same detection method used by 
the orbiting Kepler telescope, which has 

compiled a catalog of several thousand 

possible exoplanets (some of which will 
be confirmed with the help of amateur 
astronomers).  

A transit detection requires the 
astronomer to measure a one-part-in-a
thousand change in a star's brightness, 
Kaye says. Such tiny fluctuations usually 
turn out to be the result of something else, 
including problems with the telescope.  
"We've had several detections that got 
our hearts thumping but that turned out 
to be something other than a planet," 
he says. Those heart-thumping moments 
have been more than enough to keep the 
group searching, though.

MANY OF THESE GROUPS ARE AMATEUR IN THAT 
THEY DEVOTE THEIR OWN TIME AND MONEY, BUT 

PROFESSIONAL IN EVERY OTHER SENSE

hunt. A star wobbles in response to a 
planet's gravitational pull, Kaye explains, 
producing a tiny back-and-forth shift in 
the wavelengths of the star's light. "If 
you measure that, you can detect the 
planet," Kaye says. "Our team proved 
that nonprofessionals could do that." 

The group demonstrated its capability 
to do radial velocity studies, Kaye 
explains, when one of its members 
detected a known planet around the 
star Tau Bootis using a 16-inch telescope 
at a private observatory. The feat was 
published in the Journal of the British 
Astronomical Association in 2006.  

The group won't begin large-scale 
radial velocity planet searches until its 
telescope is completed, though. "We're 
waiting for the recession to end" to 
finish the construction project, Kaye 
says. The dome is built, however, and the 
telescope's large primary mirror has been 
ground and polished.  

Spectrashift is doing planet searches of 
another type now, though. The project

Systemic was another group effort that 
involved amateur astronomers in the 
detection of extrasolar planets. Greg 
Laughlin of the University of California
Santa Cruz ran the project. Post-doctoral 
researcher Stefano Meschiari, now at The 
University of Texas at Austin, worked 
with Laughlin to involve amateurs. The 
amateur work peaked between 2006 and 

2009, Meschiari says, and had two major 
detections, in 2007 and 2009.  

Amateurs observed stars using the 
radial velocity method. They uploaded 
their data to the Systemic software, 
which looked for signals in the data 

suggesting the presence of planets, 
Meschiari says. The Systemic members 
then could submit their processed data 
to a webpage, interact with each other 
online, and create working teams.  

In its heyday, Meschiari says, Systemic 
had roughly 1,000 active users and several 
thousand submissions.  

"We wanted to lower the entry barrier 
to doing useful science in planetary
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detection," Meschiari says. "These tools 
had sophisticated algorithms that were 

accessible to anyone, and enabled them 

to analyze data the way real scientists 

would." 
Not all amateur astronomers are using 

telescopes to help out the pros, though 

some are using video cameras.  

ary Kronk founded the 

International Meteor Organ

ization (IMO) in 1988 in 
response to what he saw as a growing 

need for international coordination of 

amateur work on meteors. IMO now 

has more than 250 members, and its 

observations from around the world create 

a comprehensive study of meteor showers 

and their relation to comets (their parent 

bodies) and interplanetary dust.  

"Amateurs are doing a lot of cool stuff 

now that they couldn't do in the past," 

Kronk says. "Used to be, you would lie 

in a lawn chair, look at the sky, count 

meteors, and maybe plot them to look 

for common points from which they 

emanated. That's what originally got us 

all interested." While many amateurs 

continue to send such visual observations 

to IMO, the organization now has more 

than a million meteors recorded on film.  

"Filming allows professionals to 

determine meteor velocity, which is 

important in determining orbit. If you 

capture meteors from separate cameras 

a distance apart, it's easy to figure out

their paths. People have written software 

that analyzes video and maps out each 

meteor very precisely. From that, you can 

determine radiant positions in the sky, 

and velocity, and use that to calculate 
orbit," Kronk says.  

Using amateurs is a great way to 

outsource data collection, he points 

out. "There aren't a lot of professional 

astronomers dedicated to meteor shower 

study, so amateurs are making a heck of a 

contribution." 
Thanks to the sheer number of 

observers and their distribution all around 

the world, amateurs may be more likely 

to spot changes in comets, too, Kronk 

says. "An amateur who sees a change 

maybe a comet brighter than it has been 
-can get on the Internet and announce 

it, and tons of astronomers will train 

their telescope on that comet and start 

photographing it. They may even alert 

observatories to the change, and perhaps 

someone can catch a comet breaking up." 

mateur astronomers say that 

professionals generally welcome 

their participation. Kaye says 

that professional astronomers cheered 

on Spectrashift, and the increasing 

sophistication of telescopes and cameras 

continues to increase the level of amateur 

contributions. "Many now do follow-up 

work, usually the kind where you have to 

stare at one star or field of view for a long 

time," Kaye says. "For example, when a

professional team sees a [planet] transit, 
amateurs may be called in to look and see 

if it is a real transit or a false hit." 

Groups of amateurs who coordinate 
their observations to multiply effort are 

becoming the norm, Harvard's Foley says, 
and the added eyes and observations are 

always going to be helpful.  
The broader field of astronomy 

also benefits from the involvement of 

amateurs in their local regions, he says.  

"That might spark interest in a young kid 
who grows up to become an astronomer.  

Also, for the most part, the public doesn't 

understand what we do, and if the public 

doesn't think our work is important, we 

don't get funding we need to survive.  

The need to explain it is fundamentally 

important to society, and amateurs are 

a critical part of that, a connection 

between science and the community." 

Astronomy is a field where amateurs are 

not only widely accepted by professionals, 
Kronk adds, but they are almost on the 

same level. The "computers, telescopes, 
imaging equipment, and software 

available put us virtually on the level of 

famous astronomers of the 18th and 19th 

century," he says. "We're adding data and 

the ability to analyze it. Even a lot of the 

software was developed by amateurs." 

UC-Santa Cruz' Laughlin agrees 

that the line between amateurs and 

professionals has been blurred, with 

nearly everyone having access to what a 

few years ago would have been considered
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a supercomputer. Software has become 
more sophisticated, more uniform, and 
easier to use, and the sophistication of 
telescopes and commercial-grade detectors 
has increased dramatically as well.  

"A backyard observatory can do a lot 
of cutting-edge stuff," Laughlin says.  
"NASA has wonderful data sets from all 
their missions, which are made available 
on the web pretty quickly. Dedicated 
amateurs get into the analysis of that 
data, and communicate with people 
all over the country. You can immerse 
yourself in the process of discovery with 
a continuum of people contributing to 
astronomical discovery." 

Amateurs bring something else of value: 
enthusiasm. "For me, seeing so many 
people enthusiastic about the work I do, 
people using my tools and excited about 
the prospect of discovering new planets, 
was extremely rewarding," Meschiari says.  

Systemic's extensive amateur 
participation proved useful to Meschiari 
in another way as well: Because the 
software was being used by thousands, 
not just a handful of scientists, bugs were 
detected and squashed faster. Also, users 
doing sophisticated modeling were able 
to tease out signals from the data before 
planets were announced. "Because the 
software was so easy to use, we had a 
number of involved users who helped 
us analyze our own data sets, and one, 
Peter Jalowiccor, was nominated as a co
discoverer on a paper that presented four

new extrasolar planets," Meschiari says.  
Today, the Systemic software is used 

in high school and university labs where 
students work with real data and see 
the process by which scientists discover 
exoplanets. While the online part of the 
project was shut down for lack of money 
and computer resources, the software to 
analyze data is still available, and has 
been downloaded by tens of thousands 
of known academic users, Meschiari says.  

A still-active online project, Planet 
Hunters, analyzes data from the Kepler 
spacecraft. "It's just a deluge of data, 
more than those in the [official] Kepler 
pipeline can analyze," Meschiari says.  
"So all these users looking at the data 
give you an opportunity to tease out what 
that pipeline might miss. The users work 
like scientists, but they don't have to 
overcome a huge barrier of entry, which 
is understanding the algorithms." 

Kaye sees astronomy as an area where just 
about anyone can do real science. "Some 
people even control telescopes remotely, 
with, say, the 'scope in Arizona and the 
person in New York. You can rent time on 
telescopes now. All that is changing the 
field of amateur astronomy, but you still 
have plenty of people dragging a'scope out 
on the driveway. It's an exciting time to be 
an amateur astronomer." 

Melissa Gaskill is a freelance writer in 
Austin.
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Flash! Bang! Crack! 
Possible new types of stellar outbursts blast across the universe

Like the fireworks that light up many 
Fourth of July celebrations, stellar 

fireworks come in a seemingly endless 

variety. Recent research, for example, has 

found evidence of stellar firecrackers, 

sparklers, and long-las-ing Roman 

candles.  
The firecrackers represent a possible new 

class of supernova. Like mar_y other stellar 
fireworks, such a Mlast occurs when a white 

dwarf - the crushed, dead core of a once

normal star steals gas from the surface of 

a companion star.  

Astronomers aleady know that, 

depending on the mass of the white dwarf, 

that can trigger either a nova, in which the 

layer of extra gas explodes, leving the white 
dwarf intact, or a Type Ia supernova, which 

destroys the entire wAite dwarf.  

A team led by Ryan Foley of the Harvard

Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 
however, discovered 25 white-dwarf 

supernovae that were more powerful than 

a nova but less powerful than a supernova.  

The astronomers designated these lasts as 

Type Iax supernova ae.  
In a regular ncva or Type Ia supernova, 

the white dwarf takes hydrogen from the

companion star. Foley's team hypothesizes 

that in a Type Iax, the companion has 

lost its entire envelope of hydrogen, so its 

surface is made of helium. As stolen helium 

builds up atop :he white dwarf it causes an 

intermediae explosion that destroys part 

of the whine dwarf but may leave the rest 
intact perhaps to begin the process all 

over again.  
The sparklers may come from the birth 

of a black hole. Current theory says that 

black holes are born when a massive star 

can no longer produce nuclear reactions in 

its core. The ccre collapses and, depending 

on the mass of the star and other factors, 
the outer layers are quickly gobbled by the 

black hole or they fall inward then rebound 

to create a supernova as well as a gamma

ray burst.  
Theoretical work by Tony Piro of Caltech 

suggests that in, the case of total collapse, 

a shock wave may briefly heat the star's 

outer layers before they fall into the black 

hole, creating a bright flash that may last 

for several days. None of these black-hole 

birthing events has been detected yet, but 
future supernova searches could be tailored 

to look for them.

Finally, the Roman candles may come 

from the second black-hole formation 
process, in which the star's outer layers 

are blasted into space as a supernova. As 

part of the process, beams of gamma rays 
blast out through the star's poles. If Earth 

lies in the path of such a beam, we see it as 

a gamma-ray burst (GRB), which emits as 

much energy as the Sun will produce in its 

entire lifetime.  
A typical GRB, which lasts for a minute or 

so, is thought to be powered by the collapse 
of a star that is a only few times the size of 

the Sun but many times heavier.  
Astronomers have recently seen a handful 

of GRBs that last for hours. Two teams 

suggest these explosions were produced by 

supergiant stars, which may be hundreds 

of times the Sun's diameter. It takes a long 

time for such a huge star's outer layers to 

collapse and then rebound as a supernova.  

The teams say the lengthy collapse may 

feed the gamma-ray burst for up to several 

hours. The burst ends when the supernova 

shockwave rips the star apart. Although 

the gamma-ray burst ends, the fireworks 

are just getting started: The supernova will

shine for months. DB
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Kepler Mission's Future in Doubt 
Just as Pair of 'Super-Earths' Found
The orbiting Kepler telescope faces a questionable future. In late May, NASA 
managers put the telescope into a rest 
state, after the craft lost attitude control 
due to the failure of one of its internal 
wheels. According to Kepler managers, the 
rest state minimizes fuel use and provides 
continual communication with Earth.  

Mission managers said it's unlikely 
Kepler could return to the high degree 
of pointing accuracy needed to measure 
the tiny changes in stars' brightnesses 
that could indicate the transit of a planet.  
They have not ruled out a return to planet 
finding, though. NASA says the telescope 
could stay in its current state for years 
if necessary while the agency weighs its 
options.  

Its 3.5-year primary mission completed, 
Kepler entered an extended mission in

November. Kepler has found more than 
130 confirmed extrasolar planets and more 
than 2,700 planet candidates. Mission 
managers say that even if the telescope 
shuts down, their team has enough data 
to keep scientists busy for several years 
publishing new discoveries.  

In late April, Kepler scientists announced 
they had found two worlds similar to Earth, 
but larger (so-called super-Earths) orbiting 
the Sun-like star Kepler-62. Both planets, 
Kepler-62e and Kepler-62f, lie in the habit
able zone -the region within which liquid 
water could exist, making them possible 
havens for life. Kepler-62f is farthest from 
its star and covered by ice. Kepler-62e is 
nearer and covered by dense clouds. The 
system contains five known planets, in
cluding a Neptune-size ice giant that orbits 
closer in than the two super-Earths. RJ

Catching a WIMP 

Underground 
Physicists on the hunt for dark matter par

ticles passing through Earth think they 
might have caught a few.  

Located half a mile underground in Min
nesota, the Cryogenic Dark Matter Search 
experiment is managed by physicists at Fer
miLab. The site, a retrofitted mine, houses 
sophisticated detectors that try to catch WIMPS 
- weakly interacting massive particles - as 
they pass through Earth, for the most part 
unimpeded.  

WIMPs are one candidate for what makes 
up dark matter, the unknown mass whose 
gravitational effects astronomers can measure, 
but that does not give off light. Dark matter 
makes up about a quarter of the mass and 
energy in the universe, but scientists still don't 
know exactly what it is.  

The recent WIMP find is not a certainty, 
though.  

Rupak Mahapatra of Texas A&M University 
helped build the detectors used in the experi
ment. "We just need more data to be sure," 
he said. "For now, we have to live with this 
tantalizing hint of one of the biggest puzzles 
of our time.... We are only 99.8 percent sure, 
and we want to be 99.9999 percent sure." 

An upgraded experiment called SuperCDMS 
is ongoing at the mine, and other dark matter 
searches are happening in South Dakota, Italy, 
and aboard the International Space Station. Rj

Clouds scud above the 
Martian landscape in this view 

from the Opportunity rover.  
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A Good Neighborhood?
T he neighborhood around a 

supermassive black hole should be 

a bad place to make new stars. The 
black hole's gravity should rip apart 

the clouds of gas and dust that give 

birth to stars, making star formation 
almost impossible. Yet the region 
around the black hole at the center of 

the Milky Way galaxy is teeming with 

young stars. And many more stars 
appear to be taking shape even now, 
hidden inside cocoons of dust.  

A recent study, led by Farhad Zadeh 

of Northwestern University, found 

evidence of stars-in-the-making within 

two light-years of the black hole.  

Using the Atacama Large Millimeter/ 

Submillimeter Array in Chile, which is 

still under construction, the study team 
discovered several "baby" stars, known 

as protostars, close to the black hole.  

The protostars are wrapped in cocoons 

of dust. But some of the material in 
these regions is funneled into jets that 
shoot out into the open. The jets and

cocoons suggest that the stars could be 

less than 100,000 years old, which is 
a mere tick on the astronomical clock.

An infrared view of the center of tie 
Milky Way 

The study suggests the black hole, 
which is 4.1 million times the mass of 
the SuA, may pull in big clouds of gas 

and dust. As the clouds orbit the black 

hole, they ram together and break into 

smaller blobs, which then collapse to 
form stars.
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